
Detecting and Protecting Your Users 
from 100% of all Malware - How?  



Introduction 

•  Bradley Anstis 
–  VP Technology Strategy  

(Gets paid all the bucks & talks too much) 

•  Vadim Pogulievsky 
–  MCRC Manager  

(Does all the work, at least he knows what he talks about) 

•  M86 Security 
–  Client side Security Vendor with Web & Email security solutions in 

22,000 customers around the world 
(Keeps us in the lifestyle we wish for) 



100% is a big number! 

What else can you detect 100% of? 
•  Spam? 

–  Nope, around ~99.7% currently 
•  Inappropriate Images with Deep Image Analysis? 

–  Nope, around ~80% depending on your appetite for false positives 
•  Phishing sites 
•  Social Engineering 
•  Future Lotto numbers 
…Not much! 

•  How do you maximize detection? 
–  Use as much information as you can get and as many techniques as 

possible ideally collating together for a final decision 



Reactive Controls versus Proactive Controls 
Reac%ve  Proac%ve 

Need to have seen the sample before  More focused on the methods or ac5ons 
the malware might take 

A big black list of signatures  Relies on the shorter list of what the 
malware is expected to do or how it does 
it 

Vulnerability window is a big issue  Much fewer updates required 

Very low false posi5ves  Can over block 

Reactive:- 
–  URL Filtering 
–  AV Scanning 

–  IP Reputation   
Proactive:- 
–  Real-time Code Analysis 
–  Behavioral Analysis 

    Application Whitelisting*** 



Current State of Reactive Controls 

•  30,000 Active live 
Malicious URL 
Links 

•  Market Leading 
URL Filtering list 

•  Combination of 
three leading AV 
scanners 

42% 

38% 

20% 

URL Filtering 

Malware/spyware 

Legi5mate Sites 

Uncategorized 

39% 

61% 

AV Scanning 

Malicious 

Benign 



How AV Scanners work… 

•  Built from the original signature based technology 
•  Implementing some new detection techniques such as heuristics but 

detection levels are still well down on where they used to be 
•  Moving signature bases to the cloud to reduce vulnerability window 



How AV Scanners work… 

Source – Cyber Intelligence Report, 
February 2010 



Pro’s and Con’s of Reactive Controls 

AV Scanning – Advantages  AV Scanning – Disadvantages 

Very fast scanning speed  Vendor Lab has to see and analyze 
malware sample to create signature 

Very low false posi5ves  Signatures need to be distributed to 
customers, Cloud based is helping 

Vendors star5ng to supplement with 
heuris5cs and other more proac5ve 
technologies but results are s5ll poor  

Easily fooled by Polymorphic & 
dynamically created malware 

Deployable at the desktop, gateway & 
cloud 

Signature databases geUng very large 
and difficult to maintain 



Pro’s and Con’s of Reactive Controls 
URL Filtering – Advantages  URL Filtering – Disadvantages 
Very fast determina5on on whether a 
user should even be visi5ng the site 

Typically a simple block or allow 
enforcement 

Strong Produc5vity control when 
coupled with good quota management 
& repor5ng  

Impossible to cover every site on the 
Internet 

Typically deployed at gateway but very 
flexible, embedded in many devices 

Difficult to keep up with Legi5mate 
websites only infected for days or hours 
at a 5me, how oZen are sites scanned? 

IP Reputa%on – Advantages  IP Reputa%on – Disadvantages 
Looks at many more factors than simply 
the categoriza5on 

Typically a simple block or allow 
enforcement 

Fast determina5on if reputa5on  High false posi5ve rate, how do you 
handle infected legi5mate sites? 



 Proactive Controls – Real-time Code Analysis 

Compare Profile With 
Security Policy 

Build Behavioral Profile 

Content Breakdown 

True Content Detection 

Content Scanning 
According to Context 

Business 
Logic 

Policy 
Rule 1      Allow   Block 
Rule 2 
Rule 3 

Block 

Allow 

Inspect incoming and outgoing code, even 
when hidden in SSL to detect potentially 
malicious operations (delete file, install 
program, change settings, etc.)  

WEB PAGE 

Obfuscated Code 
Detection and Decoding 



Proactive Controls – Behavioral Analysis 

•  Works by monitoring what 
the file or URL tries to do in a 
testing environment 

•  Typically needs to fully 
execute sample 

•  Supports all types of files, 
ability to add applications to 
testing environment 

•  Hooks OS & Network calls 
•  Ability to recognize if an 

application is trying to detect 
a virtual environment 



Pro’s and Con’s of Proactive Controls 
Code Analysis – Advantages  Code Analysis – Disadvantages 
Targets the vulnerability and not just the 
sample 

Performance is the issue. Latency 

Analyzing real (de‐obfuscated) code and not 
an obfuscated sample 

If run on a gateway, you have to assume 
that the client browser will execute the code 
the same way that you are scanning it 

Real‐5me scanning, on the actual content 
users are accessing as they are accessing it 

False posi5ves 

Behavioral Analysis– 
Advantages 

Behavioral Analysis– 
Disadvantages 

Does not scan code at all, just analyses the 
result 

Performance is the issue. Latency, not 
applicable for web real 5me 

Can run on all files (.doc, Jpeg etc.) and 
URL’s 

Requires large resources to run 



Application Whitelisting 

•  Breaks the mold of just looking for bad stuff 
•  Has a list of application hashes 

–  For all legitimate applications maintained by the vendor 
–  Specifically tested and approved applications defined by the 

administrator as part of a standard operating environment 
•  Blocks the execution of non-approved applications on the desktop 
•  Could be used by gateway security to block the download of non-

approved applications/updates/plug-ins 



Demonstration of evasion 
methods for Reactive Controls & 

Proactive controls 



CVE-2010-0806 (ieepers) exploit sample 



Shellcode replace 



IEPeers exploit with “replaced” shellcode 



Variables names change 



IEpeers exploit with renamed variables 



Obfuscated exploit 



JSUnpack result(malicious) 



do-while loop added 



JSUnpack results (benign) 



Different JS engines behavior 



Summary 

•  To maximize malware detection you need to be relying on multiple 
methods running at multiple deployment points, if possible collating 
information between them 

•  Get the right mixture of reactive and proactive controls 


